
PACiS
Solutions for   
Substation Automation



Improving competitiveness and performance is key to any busi-
ness. New solutions must be developed to optimize the assets, 
benefit from the latest technology capabilities and adapt to the 
rapidly changing environment. 

PACiS is the latest generation of energy automation solutions 
for Automation, Protection and Control of the electrical  
substations. 

In order to optimize the assets in a rapidly changing  
environment, the PACiS solutions contribute to energy  
efficiency and security. 

Based on the latest technologies, it offers powerful and fast 
automation to reduce outages, manage electrical network  bal-
ance and optimize the energy availability in many electrical  
applications worldwide. 

PACiS solutions  
make our customer’s life safe and simple
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Scalable solution 
PACiS is a scalable solution in terms of its functions, architecture and 
services thereby enabling the right investment at the right time while 
making full use of existing resources. For example, PACiS might initially 
be restricted to simply monitoring various signals – and then be extended 
to encompass new and fast distributed automation over several hundred 
kilometers.

Higher Standardization Level
PACiS provides smooth migration to new communication standards such 
as Ethernet TCP/IP, IEC 61850. Beyond its pure communication features, 
PACiS helps with offering standard elements such as standard bays – a 
key rationale for the optimization of medium term investments. Similarly, the 
ability to increase system availability through 24/7 maintenance is a major 
contribution to a higher standard for energy automation.

Dedicated to Energy Automation
PACiS is a scalable and customizable solution dedicated to energy 
automation. As part of the substation automation offer, PACiS is offering 
a global solution for retrofit applications as well as new installations, 
permanently taking care of your specific constraints and demands.
PACiS perfectly matches all architectures from the simplest substation to 
the most complex sites.
With fast and secure automation using the latest standards and Ethernet 
IEC 61850 communication technology, it contributes to electrical network 
availability for the most demanding electrical applications. 

PACiS solutions are designed for: 

Utilities substations

Oil & Gas (downstream, middle stream, and upstream) 

Electro-sensitive industry 

Hospitals, electro-sensitive buildings and infrastructures

Railways and passenger transport
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Bay, voltage level, substation or site:  
PACiS offers scalable solutions to suit pre-
cise needs
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Scalable Functional Scope

Data Federation & Communication
PACiS first key feature is to federate information coming from various 
sources in order to offer real added value. The sources of information 
are primary equipments or IEDs connected by serial or Ethernet 
communication links. In addition, one or more operators monitor, control, 
operate and perform maintenance tasks locally or remotely.
PACiS handles a large range of standard communication protocols used 
in substations and industrial plants such as IEC 61850, IEC 60870-5, and 
Modbus.

Monitoring & Analysis
PACiS’ base function includes the monitoring, visualisation and storage of 
any data collected by the system, either locally or remotely.
Displaying animated single line diagrams, alarms, measurements and 
sequence of event lists are some of the functions.

Control
Controls are initiated by the operator (direct or select before operate) 
locally or remotely, and multiple checks are performed before activation of 
controls, making it fully secure (e.g.. Interlocking).

Automation
PACiS provides additional in-built libraries of automation modules including 
a full range of protection devices, feeder automatic reclosers and voltage 
regulation of (parallel) transformers.

At site level, PACiS offers decentralised automation for:
• Synchronisation check
• Fast fault isolation
• Fast electrical network reconfiguration (<500ms)
• Fast load sheding (<80ms).

In addition, customized automation is available by using the IEC 61131-3 
automation editor.

Configuration
System configuration definition is an essential tool for the initial database 
design and also for the evolution of the system throughout its lifetime. Its 
purpose is to provide a consistent set of information references distributed 
within the various components of the system.
PACiS System Configuration Editor (SCE) provides an extremely efficient 
way to create a database, thanks to its unique object-oriented approach.
Importing or exporting SCL and XML files further enhance data consistency 
with engineering tools from other systems or devices.

Administration
PACiS System Management Tool (SMT) is a tool for transparently 
downloading the databases to the devices. Up to two database (one active 
and one stand-by) can be managed by device. This contributes to minimize 
outages during a system extension or modification. 
Consistencies between database versions are dynamically checked 
between clients and servers when initializing the connection in order to 
secure consitent behavior of the distributed system.



PACiS takes advantage of modern  
intelligent electronic devices, leading to a 
higher level of standardization
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Components 

Intelligent Electronic Devices
A typical PACiS solution is likely to integrate several Intelligent Electronic 
Devices (IEDs), such as protection devices, measurement centers, bay 
controllers, etc. communicating with the rest of the system by one or 
more protocols. PACiS is designed for optimum coupling with the MiCOM, 
Sepam, and ION ranges.

MiCOM, Sepam, and ION ranges
PACiS is fully open to the integration of thirdparty devices so that existing 
devices in the field can be accommodated, as well as user preferences. 
Strict tests are performed to precisely validate the functional inter-
operability limits, retrieve status and measurements, control capabilities, 
retrieve disturbance records, remote settings and remote download of 
databases.

Archives and Reporting
Further modules can be added on the same workstation: these include 
analysis tools such as a disturbance analysis viewer, IED setting tools (for 
transparent access to MiCOM IEDs) and engineering tools. Third party 
tools are provided for operator alert management, particular reporting, etc.

Standard Schemes
Components may be assembled within one or more panels according to 
the required electrotechnical arrangement.  For instance all IEDs needed 
for the protection and local control of a transformer or an EHV feeder may 
be housed in one panel. Connectors, security switches, test facilities and 
internal arrangements for IEDs are defined as per the user’s practices.

The combination of modern, multifunctional and highly programmable 
IEDs, together with the fast peer-to- peer communication facilities, greatly 
improves the capabilities for producing a “standard bay”. A standard bay is 
a product made of standard hardware, software and engineering libraries
(automation, graphical representations, wiring interface, IEDs composition). 
It is then customized to the exact requirements of the project simply 
through changes to the database.

The concept of the standard bay provides a mechanism for higher levels 
of standardization of any installation with limited purchasing effort, reduced 
lead times and improved maintenance.

Communication Devices
The PACiS range includes communication devices that are dedicated to the 
substation environment. 
These include:
• Protocol converter, linking legacy IEDs or control center masters. These 

might eventually be integrated within modern IEDs (typically a bay 
controller) or in the Operator Interface PC.

• Ruggedized MiCOM H range Ethernet switches, optionally integrated 
in the MiCOM Computers, are DC or AC powered and fully resistant to 
electromagnetic constraints. Scalable models, in terms of redundancy, 
physical medium and performance are available. They permit the design 
of a star, loop or mix topology according to the constraints of the site’s 
civil works.

• Ethernet switch boards embedded in MiCOM A, MiCOM C, and MiCOM P 
ranges.

In addition, PACiS offers integration with off-the-shelf components such as 
modems, GPS receivers and fiber optics.
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Scalable Architecture

Unified Framework
PACiS offers a unified architectural framework for building multiple solutions 
tailored to the real needs of the application.
It allows progressive upgrading of the system design according to the 
user’s new requirements in term of functions, size, performance, etc.

Communication Networks
Physical communications between components are based on two main 
technology families (Ethernet and serial links) in order to cope with various 
application performance needs, re-use of existing devices and integration 
of third-party equipment.
PACiS supports typical serial protocols (T103, DNP3, MODBUS) in 
order to interface existing devices and can be fully integrated within a 
remote control scheme. PACiS supports a large range of protection and 
measurement devices: MiCOM, SEPAM, ION, and third party relays and 
power meters. Communications with remote control centers are making 
increasing use of DNP3, IEC 60870-5-101 or IEC 60870-5-104 protocols. 
PACiS also supports comprehensive protocols, such as GI 74, WISP and 
HNZ.

State-of-the-art communication technology is based on client-server 
and peer-to-peer links. It relies on fast Ethernet networks and offers new 
perspectives in terms of distributed functions, performances and flexibility. 
It enables innovative automation schemes and flexible addition of new 
application clients. PACiS relies on standard Ethernet communication 
infrastructures. Switched Ethernet is the preferred choice since it eliminates 
collisions over the network. The possible latency time of the network itself 
becomes negligible with regards to the equipment response time, so the 
system determinism is primarily dependent on the choice of the devices.

MiCOM H range Ethernet switches are robust devices designed for the 
substation environment. They are also embedded as a board inside MiCOM 
devices for a very compact solution. They enable various topologies (ring 
or star or mixed) with the possibility of a redundant communication path for 
increased availability.

PACiS offers optimum solutions for 
new sites or retrofit schemes based on 
centralized, distributed or mixed archi-
tectures

Initial Architecture
Typical Applications
• Distribution Substation
• Windfarm
• Transmission Bay

DNP3
IEC 60870-5-101/104

IEC 61850 / HNZ

DNP3
IEC 60870-5-103/101

MODBUS

RTU / Data  
Concentrator

IEDs

Typical Applications
• Transmission Substation
• Industrial & Infrastructure
• Energy Distribution

DNP3 / IEC 60870-5-101/104
IEC 61850 / HNZ

DNP3
IEC60870-5-103/101

MODBUS

Gateway

100 Mbps Fast Ethernet IEC 61850

Bay  
Computer

Typical Architecture

IEDs

PACiS 
HMI
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System Availability & Redundancy
System availability results from the combination of architectural choices and 
system software capabilities.
PACiS accommodates a variety of redundancies, ranging from the switch 
redundant power supply to the entire redundancy of each component, 
including configuration database redundancy.

PACiS can be made from a few integrated devices or have its functions split 
into several devices, thus offering a balance between functional availability, 
cost and compactness.

In addition to the self-checks provided by each device, PACiS offers a 
variety of system test modes, such as device maintenance management or 
data forcing, to further increase the overall availability.

System Extendibility
The PACiS solution can be contained within a single standard panel or be 
spread over hundreds of miles, depending on the application distribution.

PACiS’ architecture is structured in a series of hierarchical levels. Each level 
maintains a given performance in terms of transmission time, automation 
and dependability, independently of the other levels. It therefore ensures 
that the system can be extended consistently and securely.

Simple Architecture
PACiS base architecture interconnects a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) or a 
PC with a series of Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) such as protection 
relays or measurement centers through legacy communication protocols. 
This master-slave architecture will typically be used within a simple 
distribution substation, a windfarm or a bay in a transmission substation  
(a feeder, for example).

Multiple Ring Architecture

Full and Complex Architecture
Typical PACiS architecture is made of an Ethernet 
network (ring or dual star) linking components 
from the base architecture, Operator Interface 
(OI), IEDs, Gateways, etc.
The Ethernet network might be local to 
a substation, typically for a transmission 
application, or it may interconnect dispersed 
sites such as are commonly found in distribution, 
industrial or infrastructure applications.

The client-server communication exchange 
avoids any central point between local 
and remote control (as found on the base 
architecture) and facilitates a tailored 
redundancy of client and/or server.
For large sites and when many voltage level 
are to be considered, PACiS offers multiple ring 
ethernet architectures.

Migration Facilities
Using the full architecture is a typical way 
to convert an existing installation to new 
technologies in a progressive fashion. The 
legacy system becomes a slave to an IEC 61850 
converter, and new devices are then plugged 
into this network.
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Schneider Electric support teams offer a 
large range of after sales services: repair, 
migration study, longterm maintenance 
agreement, warranty extention, etc. 
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Engineering & Services

PACiS is designed to enable local engineering throughout the 
overall lifetime of the system.
Electrical networks analysis, specification, database configuration, 
panel design, test, training and maintenance are carried out by 
Schneider Electric or by the End User or by a Schneider Electric 
partner.

Prior to the project, Schneider Electric experts can provide 
assistance to make the best use of the available technologies, 
for instance by helping the end user optimize the substation 
communication architectures and the distributed automation 
features of the new PACiS solutions.

Schneider Electric offers various standard or customized training 
courses: for example, systems architectures, system operation, 
system maintenance. All could be performed on the Schneider 
Electric sites or on the customer sites.

In order to migrate some aging or legacy solutions to new 
technologies, you can benefit of the Schneider Electric long 
experience in refurbishment of electrical substations and 
particularly to minimize outage duration in respect of the safety 
conditions. 

In order to secure assets investments, Schneider Electric offers a 
large range of after sales services, such as extended warranties, 
hot-line support and assistance or long term maintenance 
contracts.

Project Example

•  Distribution Utility substations equipped with RTUs, and 
numerical protection relays.

•  Distribution Utility substations: full control systems based on 
Ethernet redunded ring architecture, equipped with standard 
Ethernet IEC 61850 bay panels, local HMI, communication 
gateway to multiple remote SCADA: each bay is composed of 
panels containing protection, measurement and control devices. 

•  Industrial site: sequence of event recorder with printing facility, 
for 1,500 wired input/outputs.

•  Oil & Gas-refinery: power distribution control system with fast 
load shedding and load sharing automation schemes.

•  Hospital - Healthcare institutions: safety solution with high 
performance and automatic electrical loop reconfiguration.

•  Buildings - Sky-scraper: MV electrical network supervision and 
protection system.

•  Onshore/Offshore wind-farm: compact pre-engineered Digital 
Control Systems

• Railways network:  Protect and Control multiple electrical 
substations, interconnected all along a High Speed Railway line.

•  Transmission Utility substations:  the 1st 800 KV Digital Control 
Substation with Ethernet IEC 61850.
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As standards, specifications and designs change from time  
to time, please ask for confirmation of the information given 
in this publication.
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